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Elevate Employee Experience 
with Services for Microsoft Viva
Your employees are the heart of your organization. 
Ensuring they are engaged, productive and feeling 
their best is key to building a modern workforce 
that drives business forward.

Microsoft Viva is a premiere employee experience 
platform designed to fuel wellbeing, connectivity 
and productivity no matter when or where your 
employees work.

Viva works within Teams and leverages the 
foundational technologies of Microsoft 365, 
Microsoft Graph and Artificial Intelligence to 
provide an intuitive experience and maximize the 
value of your existing productivity tools – all 
accessible from a familiar, user-friendly interface.

“Companies with highly 
engaged workforces 
outperform competitors 
by as much as 147% 
in earnings per share.

- Jim Harter, Ph.D., Chief Scientist, 
Workplace Management & Wellbeing, Gallup

“

Inspire Engagement with Dell’s Modern Workforce Expertise
Creating a workforce experience that is engaging, inspiring and empowers your employees 
to thrive requires more than tools and technology. Beyond implementation services, Dell's 
Modern Workforce experts enable meaningful adoption and continued success with proven, 
human-centric strategies. Jump-start your journey to an elevated employee experience with 
custom workshops and solutions from our Microsoft-certified professionals.
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Viva Insights Viva Topics Viva Connections Viva Learning
Balance productivity
& wellbeing

Connect employees to
Knowledge & experts

Keep employees 
engaged & informed

Make learning a
natural part of the day

Dell Services for Microsoft Viva

Base
(4 weeks)

Core
(6 weeks)

Plus
(8 weeks)

Tenant Review/Configuration

Planning/Design Workshop 1/2 Day Full Day Full Day

Viva Module Deployment Connections & 
Personal Insights

Connections, Insights 
& Topics

Connections, Insights 
& Topics

Deployment Assistance

Deployment Documentation

ACM Quick Start Plan

Viva Learning and the newly announced Viva Goals module (coming in Q3 2022) are available as a custom engagement.

Viva leverages the foundational technologies of Microsoft 365, Microsoft Graph and Artificial 
Intelligence. It connects your core productivity apps, including custom integrations, uniting them 
and making them available from a familiar, user-friendly interface in Teams. Microsoft Viva is 
currently available via four core modules, with more coming soon:

• Boost overall employee 
engagement, wellbeing & 
productivity 

• Make learning a natural part 
of the workday to encourage 
upskilling & growth

Getting Started with Microsoft Viva
Dell is a strategic Microsoft partner with deep expertise spanning the full portfolio of Microsoft 
technologies. We are a Microsoft FastTrack Partner and a member of the Microsoft Intelligent 
Security Association. Our experts recommend the following options to get started with Viva:

• Connect employees to 
knowledge & experts 
within the flow of work

• Keep employees 
informed & aligned with 
organizational goals

• Personalize experiences 
& streamline access to 
workplace tools & resources

• Inspire adoption, manage 
change & maximize the value 
of Microsoft 365 investments
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